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1 Background and Context

The UBC Social Ecological Environment Development Studies (SEEDS) pro-

gram is internationally renowned for valuable contributions to UBC’s sustain-

ability and environmental goals(1). The program views UBC campus as a

living laboratory, creating and implementing solutions to various sustainabil-

ity issues that may be scaled up later for use on a larger city scale.

The Green Building Manager at UBC, Penny Martyn, is a certified archi-

tect with over 12 years of experience in the field of innovative green building

design - and the primary client for the project. The Green Building Manager

has previously done research through SEEDS on the number of bird impacts

on the buildings of UBC campus due to birds being unable to distinguish re-

flective or transparent windows as glass. Current research at UBC has shown

that potentially upwards of 20 birds collide with any given window on UBC

campus every year, as shown in Appendix A. This research has been suffi-

cient for the Green Building Manager to identify bird collisions on campus

as a challenge in green building design.

The Green Building Manager has done many projects with SEEDS, including

multiple reports related to birds and the ecosystem at UBC. As a primary

author of UBC’s green building policies and procedures, the Green Building

Manager is invested in the preservation of the natural ecosystem on UBC

campus. It is imperative to the Green Building Manager that the research

regarding bird impacts on campus is thorough and accurate, as it will guide

future bird protection policies that are created. For further research pur-

poses, the Green Building Manager requires a method to increase accuracy

and make the collection of bird impact data more convenient for researchers.

The goal of this project is ensuring that the collection of data is accurate,
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and making that collection easier to perform.

The current method of quantifying bird impacts on windows on UBC cam-

pus is manual, relying on employees or volunteers surveying buildings for

evidence of bird impacts. This is considered inadequate for long-term re-

search purposes due to the high inherent error and significant time neces-

sary to manually identify impacts. Manual identification of bird impacts is

known to have significant error for multiple reasons, including other animals

scavenging bird carcasses and birds moving away from the window before

succumbing to injuries.

2 Domain

The project is a sensing system that fills a niche for identifying bird impacts

on windows. It is a noncommercial prototype that could be scaled up to iden-

tify sustainability issues of buildings regarding bird impacts. The prototype

would be employed on UBC campus initially, with potential for the project to

be used in other environments in the future where bird impacts are a concern.

Several studies on similar topics have been previously conducted for com-

mercial and non-commercial purposes(2)(3)(4). These studies focus on the

use of sensor systems to quantify the number of bird impacts on wind turbines

in marine and terrestrial environments. All of the previous studies focus on

the narrow sector of bird impact detection on wind turbines, indicating that

the domain for this project is unique in non-commercial terms. To the best of

the knowledge of Capstone Group 62, no commercial bird impact detection

technology exists with a focus on windows.

Currently, the only method the client has to collect data in the domain
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of bird impacts upon windows is manual detection via surveying (5). This

method serves as the requirements baseline for the project. The client esti-

mates that the manual method has an approximate error rate of 25%. This

project automates the identification of bird impacts, using sensors to monitor

surfaces where impacts might occur rather than physical evidence.

3 Significance to Client

This project will provide the following benefits to the Green Building Man-

ager at UBC:

• Supports the Green Building Manager in designing future iterations of

the UBC Green Buildings Action Plan, Bird Friendly Design section(6).

• Facilitates future research regarding the effect of bird impacts on the

campus ecosystem.

• Provides a basis for future projects in the domain of bird impact de-

tection.

4 Functional Requirements

This list consists of the functional specifications of the system:

FR1: The system must be able to detect bird impacts. More specifically,

it must be able to acknowledge bird impacts involving a variety of

bird species, and discern between bird collisions and other disturbances

against window panes.

FR2: The system must record bird impact events. Upon detection of a bird

impact as defined in Functional Specification 1, that event must be

recorded in a database.
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FR3: Recorded bird impact events must be continuously accessible. A user

must be able to obtain data from the system at any time.

5 Non-Functional Requirements

This list consists of the non-functional specifications of the system:

NFR1: Maximum bird strike detection error rate of at most 5% from any

single source. The sources considered for this error rate are:

• False Negatives

• False Positives

False negatives indicate a strike occurred but was not recorded, and

false positives indicate a strike was recorded but did not occur.

NFR2: The system must be able to operate for 7 days continuously without

need for maintenance.

NFR3: Data stored must be accessible to a user possessing basic spreadsheet

skills.

6 Constraints

The following are the constraints that have been identified for the system.

C1: The overall system must cost less than $80 per one-window detection

system. This is identified by the client, to facilitate the reproduction

and future iterations of the system.

C2: Data recorded and stored must contain, at minimum, the information

provided in Appendix A. This is defined as acknowledgement of the
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bird impact, and an identifier that identifies the building and window

on which the impact occurred. This is identified by the client, who

requires this data for research purposes.

C3: The system must not cover or obscure more than 10% of the window it

is installed on. This is identified by the client, as the window will still

be in use when the bird impact detection system is installed.

C4: The system must operate on a window with dimensions 2’ by 3’. This is

identified by the client, as the bird impact detection system must work

on a typical window on UBC Campus.

C5: The system must operate on UBC Campus. This is identified by the

client, who plans to measure bird impacts on UBC Campus.
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